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Introduction 

Thank you for supporting our team by purchasing one of our products. 

Envdir, also called “Environment director” is the common user interface for all TOGA projects products. 

User-friendly, convenient, complete, customizable, Envdir has all the features you need to enjoy your 

simulator and our products at their best. 

It currently supports Envtex as well as Envshade, Envsound and Envplus. 

Envtex is a complete environment enhancement for Prepar3D and Flight Simulator X. It brings a new 

level of realism and immersion with high quality textures and effects along with many opportunities for 

customization, all of which have been carefully optimized to have a minimal performance impact. Envtex 

can be used as standalone environment enhancement, or it can be used with other 3rd party add-on. 

Envtex also has built-in support for REX Skyforce 3D, Active Sky 16 and Cloud Art’s new real time texture 

injection, resulting in dynamic, true to life visuals. 

Envshade is the perfect addition to Envtex for Prepar3D v3, v4 and v5, it brings enhanced shaders to 

push the visual realism further. It corrects and improves the simulator colors, simulate many new things 

like atmospheric haze and makes everything reacting in real-time to the environment. 

Envsound is a sound enhancement for Prepar3D and Flight Simulator X. It brings a new chapter of 

immersion to your simulator by replacing the lackluster default sounds with a high quality and ultra-

realistic environmental soundtrack. In just a few clicks, you will get a new layer of immersion added to 

your flight simulation experience. 

Envplus is our new extension for your environment products for Prepar3D. Envplus pushes the 

customization to the next level. Not only it brings in depth customization for Envshade shaders, but it 

also allows Enhanced Atmospherics configuration. In just a few clicks, you will get a new layer of 

immersion added to your flight simulation experience. 

 

User manual navigation 

To make your navigation in this database easier, we have added useful links which allow you to jump 

between chapters of interest, you can identify these links by their bold appearance. In case you are lost 

in the manual, just click the blue arrow on the top right corner to return to the table of contents 

 

Table of contents : Similar links are available along this document when needed to redirect you to the 

concerned chapter. 

 

 : This link appears on the top right corner of each page and redirects you to the table of   

           contents. 
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EULA 

Please read carefully this End-user License Agreement for Envdir, Envtex, Envshade, Envsound 

enhancement add-ons for Microsoft Flight Simulator X and Lockheed Martin Prepar3d®.  

This EULA is a legal agreement between you and TOGA projects (including all of its owners) for the 

Envdir, Envtex, Envshade, Envsound products and all its associated contents (program, textures, 

manuals, updates).  

By using Envdir, Envtex, Envshade, Envsound or any of its associated contents, you agree with all the 

terms of this EULA. If you do not agree with this EULA you cannot use the product or any of its associated 

content. Envdir, Envtex, Envshade, Envsound and all of its associated contents is protected by copyright 

laws, author and intellectual property. This EULA is governed by the French laws and full extend of the 

European laws and any unauthorized use of this product and associated content is liable to legal 

proceedings. 

All titles, documentations, copyrights and any other content linked to this product are owned by TOGA 

projects. All contents which may be accessed through the product may not be used separately and must 

be used according to the terms of this EULA only. 

This product (Envdir, Envtex, Envshade or Envsound including the software and all its associated 

contents) is sold as a single user license and cannot be transferred. Any content (including all content 

separately or the entire product) of the product may not be re-distributed, repackaged, separated, 

reproduced or delivered on any media, other than the official e-commerce sellers authorized by TOGA 

projects, by any other persons or party for a profit or non-profit usage unless written authorization by 

TOGA projects. This product may not be leased, rented or lent and may not be used for a commercial 

use unless written authorization by TOGA projects or any other use that does not respect this EULA. 

You may install, access, and run a single copy of the product on only one personal computer for your 

personal entertainment and non-profit use only. Any commercial use requires a contact with TOGA 

projects at togapjcts@gmail.com. 

TOGA projects is not responsible of any indirect or incidental damages related to this product and/or its 

associated content and their use. 

TOGA projects may terminate this EULA if you fail to comply with it. In this case, you must uninstall, 

delete or destroy any content related to this product. 

 

TOGA projects, ENVDIR, ENVTEX, ENVSHADE and ENVSOUND are owned by Maxime Konareff 

Microsoft Flight Simulator 2004 is a Copyrighted trademark of Microsoft Corporation 

Microsoft Flight Simulator X is a Copyrighted trademark of Microsoft Corporation 

PREPAR3D® is a Registered trademark of Lockheed Martin Corporation 

  

mailto:togapjcts@gmail.com
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Credits 

Envdir, Envtex, Envshade and Envsound are products of TOGA projects. 

• Texture development: Maxime Konareff 

• Program development: Florian Bonhoure 

• Beta team: David Graham, Jannie Roelofse, Steve Glinel, Vincent Lafortune and William 

Musculus. We would like to express them a special thanks for their kind help, testing and input 

to enhance this product. Special thanks to Vincent Lafortune,  Ryan Parry and William Bithrey 

for their kind help in correcting this manual. 

We would also like to express our sincere gratitude to Hifi Simulation Technologies and REX teams for 

their collaboration. 

 

How Envproducts work together 

Understanding how Envproducts interact with each other and with the simulator may appear 

complicated at first sight. If you need or if you want a better vision of how this works, we have made a 

webpage briefly explaining it. 

 

 

Support & Troubleshooting 

As your satisfaction and feedback is very important to us, we provide several ways for you to get 

support. 

Please do not hesitate to address your message to one of the following, we will give you an answer as 

soon as possible. You may also find an answer to your question in our faq. 

 

• Frequently asked questions: Our faq 

• Community forum: togaprojects.com/forum 

• Facebook community group: facebook.com/groups/togapjcts/ 

• Facebook official page: facebook.com/togapjcts/ 

 

  

https://www.togaprojects.com/envproducts-line
https://togapjcts.wixsite.com/toga/faq
https://togapjcts.wixsite.com/toga/faq
https://d.docs.live.net/2ae921e007816bac/Travail/TOGA%20Projects/togaprojects.com/forum
https://www.facebook.com/groups/togapjcts/
https://www.facebook.com/togapjcts/
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Minimum requirements 

Envdir requirements 

Using Envdir requires at least a personal computer able to run it, it has been developed and optimized 

for Windows 10 64bits, but it also officially supports both 32bits and 64bits versions of Windows 7 and 

greater. It may work on older Windows versions but program reliability and support are not guaranteed. 

Envdir also requires Net Frameworks 4.2.5 or higher to be installed in order to run correctly. 

Minimum requirements for Envdir: 

• An internet connection is required for activation. The product can be used offline once 

activated. 

• Windows 7, Windows 8 or 8.1, Windows 10 (32-bit or 64-bit) 

• RAM: 2GB or greater  

• Other: Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.2 

 

Envtex requirements 

Envtex requires at least one of the following supported simulators and a personal computer able to run 

Envdir: FSX, FSX:SE, P3Dv2, P3Dv3, P3Dv4 or P3Dv5. 

Also, our simulators are occupying more and more space on our hard drives and while Envtex contains 

huge amount of textures, we have built it to use as little disk space as possible. You will need about 7Gb 

of free space for Envtex’s 10 000+ files. 

Minimum requirements for Envtex: 

• Having Envdir installed 

• Simulator: Lockheed Martin Prepar3d (v2 to v5) or Microsoft Flight Simulator  

• Hard Drive: 10GB of free space 

 

Envshade requirements 

Envshade requires at least one of the following supported simulators and a personal computer able to 

run Envdir: P3Dv3.4, P3Dv4 or P3Dv5. 

Minimum requirements for Envshade: 

• Having Envdir installed 

• Simulator: Lockheed Martin Prepar3d v3.4, v4 (all versions) or v5  

• Hard Drive: 2Mb of free space 
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Envsound requirements 

Envtex requires at least one of the following supported simulators and a personal computer able to run 

Envdir: FSX, FSX:SE, P3Dv2, P3Dv3, P3Dv4 or P3Dv5.Minimum requirements for Envshade: 

• Having Envdir installed 

• Simulator: Lockheed Martin Prepar3d (v2 to v5) or Microsoft Flight Simulator X 

• Hard Drive: 2Gb of free space 

 

Envplus requirements 

Envplus requires at least one of the following supported simulators and a personal computer able to 

run Envdir: P3Dv5. 

Minimum requirements for Envshade: 

• Having Envdir installed 

• Having Envshade and/or Envtex installed 

• Simulator: Lockheed Martin Prepar3d v5.3 

• Hard Drive: 20Mb of free space 
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Installation 

Product download 

In order to download a purchased product, please login to your SimMarket account and search for your 

product in “My downloads” section. 

Once the downloads are completed, please go to the installation step. 

Envtex 

The Envtex installer has been splitted into 6 parts in order to avoid possible issues regarding to files size. 

Please download the 6 following files: 

• TOGA_ENVTEX_Version_FSXP3D-1.bin 

• TOGA_ENVTEX_Version_FSXP3D-2.bin 

• TOGA_ENVTEX_Version_FSXP3D-3.bin 

• TOGA_ENVTEX_Version_FSXP3D-4.bin 

• TOGA_ENVTEX_Version_FSXP3D-5.bin 

• TOGA_ENVTEX_Version_FSXP3D.exe 

If it’s available, please download the following file as well: 

• Envtex_patch_x.x.x.exe 

 

✓ Please note that you can also update your product from Envupdater without the need to download 

the patches from SimMarket for most of the updates. 

 

Envshade 

Please download the following file:  

• TOGA_ENVSHADE_P3D.exe 

Please download any possible patch as well from this page if available: 

• Envshade_patch_x.x.x.exe 

 

✓ Please note that you can also update your product from Envupdater without the need to download 

the patches from SimMarket for most of the updates. 
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Envsound 

Please download the following file:  

• TOGA_ENVSOUND.exe 

Please download any possible patch as well from this page if available: 

• Envsound_patch_x.x.x.exe 

 

✓ Please note that you can also update your product from Envupdater without the need to download 

the patches from SimMarket for most of the updates. 

 

Envplus 

Please download the following file:  

• TOGA_ENVPLUS.exe 

Please download any possible patch as well from this page if available: 

• Envplus_patch_x.x.x.exe 

 

✓ Please note that you can also update your product from Envupdater without the need to download 

the patches from SimMarket for most of the updates. 

 

 

Envdir 

Envdir is automatically installed during the install process of the above products. If needed, Envdir can 

also be downloaded separately from our website.   
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Normal Installation 

Please note that the installation order does not matter: Envdir, Envtex, Envshade, Envsound and Envplus 

can be installed separately without any specific order. 

Installing Envtex, Envshade or Envsound 

Once the files corresponding to your product are fully downloaded on your computer, please just run 

the following file with administrator rights by right clicking and selecting “Run as an administrator” then 

follow the instructions: 

• To install Envtex: TOGA_ENVTEX_FSXP3D.exe  

• To install Envshade: TOGA_ENVSHADE_P3D.exe 

• To install Envsound: TOGA_ENVSOUND_FSXP3D.exe 

During the install process, if you are installing a product for the first time, you will be asked to enter 

your authorization code. If it has been installed in the past, the installer should detect your license and 

will continue without asking any code. If you need help to activate your product please follow this 

tutorial: http://secure.simmarket.com/installation.html 

When pasting the authorization code in the installer, please make sure you copied the full code which 

is written on 2 lines: 

e.g. Authorization code: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX- 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

✓ During the installation you may be notified that the required .NET framework is not installed on your 

computer. If this is the case, you will be redirected to the official .NET framework download page. 

Please download and install it if necessary. 

 

To prevent any permission issue, we highly recommend you not to install Envtex, Envshade or Envsound 

in “C:\Program files x86)\ or \Program files\” 

At the end of the installation you will be notified that Envdir must be downloaded and installed to use 

your product, the download will start automatically. When the automatic download is complete, the 

installation will automatically begin, please follow the instructions and complete the install process. 

Finally the installer will check if other updates are available and will automatically install them if 

necessary. In case you have Envdir already installed, the installer will immediately check if updates are 

available instead. 

✓ Please note that the full install process can take a few minutes depending on your computers specs. 

Once Envdir is installed or updated, just launch it and you will be ready to install Envtex features, 

Envshade features or Envsound features to your simulator in just a few clicks. If the process went well, 

you should already have the latest version for all of your installed TOGA products. 

If you are not familiar yet with the Envdir interface, we highly recommend to check the User interface 

description chapter. 

http://secure.simmarket.com/installation.html
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Installing Envplus 

Once the files corresponding to your product are fully downloaded on your computer, please just run 

the following file with administrator rights by right clicking and selecting “Run as an administrator” then 

follow the instructions: 

• TOGA_ENVPLUS_P3D_V1.x.x.x.exe  

At the end of the installation you will be notified that Envdir must be downloaded and installed to use 

your product, the download will start automatically and the installation will start, please follow the 

instruction as well. If Envdir is already installed then the installer will check for available updates and 

install them.  

To prevent any permission issue, we highly recommend you not to install Envshade in  

“C:\Program files x86)\ or \Program files\” 

When everything is complete, an activation window will appear. Please enter the serial you have 

received after your purchase to activate your product. Once done, you are ready to use Envplus. 

 

Networked computer installation 

Envdir, Envtex and Envshade must be installed on the same computer, if one of these is installed on a 

different computer Envdir will not be able to install the files correctly. 

If you want to install Envtex or Envshade on a separate computer from the machine that runs your 

simulator or if wish to use ASCA integration with Envtex and ASCA is already installed on a networked 

computer, please make sure the following folders are shared with write permission on your home 

network: 

• Simulator root folder (Default is C:\Program Files (x86)\Lockheed Martin\Prepar3d v5) (or v4 or 

v3 or FSX) 

• C:\Users\Username\Appdata\Roaming\Lockheed Martin\Prepar3d v5 (or v4 or v3 or FSX) 

• C:\Programdata\Lockheed Martin\Prepar3d v5 

 

If ASCA is installed on a networked computer but you wish to install Envtex on your simulator computer, 

please make sure the following folder is shared with write permission on your home network: 

• ASCA folder (Default is C:\Program Files (x86)\Hifi\ASCA) 

 

Once these folders have been correctly shared, you can install your products on the networked machine 

using the steps described in the Normal Install chapter. 
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Uninstallation 

If you need to uninstall one or all of your TOGA products, please follow the relevant procedure. 

Uninstalling a product 

If you want to uninstall all your TOGA products, please follow the steps 1 to 5, repeat the steps 3 to 5 

for each product you want to uninstall.  

If you have several TOGA products installed and want to uninstall only one product, please follow all the 

steps described below. 

 

Step 1. Open Envdir 

Step 2. Click the Restore button on the lateral menu as explained in the User interface description 

in order to restore your previous textures and shaders to your simulator. 

Step 3. This first step will remove all TOGA projects files from your simulator using the previously 

created backup; 

Step 4. Go to your Windows control panel and select “Uninstall a program”; 

Step 5. Choose the product you want to uninstall and click “Uninstall”; 

Step 6. Follow the instructions displayed on your screen and wait the installation to be 

completed; 

Step 7. Open Envdir again; 

Step 8. Click the Install to simulator button to install the features of the product which is still 

installed. 

 

Uninstalling Envdir 

If you wish to uninstall Envdir, please note that all your TOGA products installed on your computer will 

not be usable untill Envdir is installed again. If you want to uninstall a specific product like Envtex or 

Envshade, please refer to the previous section. 

To uninstall Envdir, please just open your Windows control panel and select “Uninstall a program”. One 

the new windows appears, please just select “Envdir” in the list and click “Uninstall” and follow the 

instructions on your screen. 
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User interface description 

Introduction 

The Envdir user interface has been designed to provide an intuitive experience with Envtex and 

Envshade. It is required to use both products. The Envdir user interface is divided in two main parts: a 

lateral menu and a main zone where the selected page is displayed. 

The lateral menu allows to navigate between the 4 main pages accessible by a simple click on the 

corresponding button: Home, Settings, Customization, and Help. It also allows you to Save your settings, 

Install the selected features, to Restore your previous textures or even to Launch your simulator from 

any page using the Action buttons. You can deploy or retract the lateral menu by a simple click on the 

top button. 

Before installing Envtex features or Envshade features, you can configure and customize the features 

according to your needs. If you are not familiar with the provided settings, we invite you to refer to the 

Settings page and Customization page chapters for more information.  

 

Interface navigation 

You can navigate through the Envtex user interface using the lateral menu which can be deployed for a 

better visibility using the deploy menu button. The pages can be selected by a simple click on the 

corresponding button:  

 

This button deploys the lateral menu 

 

This button opens the home page 

 

This button opens the settings page  

 

This button opens the customization page 

 

This button opens the help page 

 

 

The other buttons of the lateral menu are Action buttons and are explained in the corresponding 

chapter. 
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Home page 

This chapter quickly describes the home page of Envdir. 

 

 

 

The home page is the page that will open each time you launch Envdir. This page allows you to check 

the status of the TOGA products on your current system. 

All the current supported products are shown. Currently supported products are:  

• Envtex 1.2.0 and higher 

• Envshade 1.0.5 and higher 

• Envsound 1.0.0 and higher 

• Envplus 1.0.0 and higher 

 

Activated products will be indicated with a bright and sharp picture which will indicate “Activated” for 

each relevant product. Clicking on an activated product will redirect you to the relevant page of Envdir 

to configure it. 

A non-activated product will be indicated by a faded picture which will also indicate “Not activated” for 

each relevant product. Clicking on a non-activated product will redirect you to the relevant SimMarket 

product page. 

 

If a product is installed and is shown as “Not activated”, it can be caused by three different reasons: 

- Your license code is invalid, in this case, you should be prompted to enter your serial again 

- The registry key is missing 

- Some files were unintentionally deleted 
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Settings page 

This chapter will describe all of the settings available in Envdir to get familiar with the products. These 

settings will allow you to configure Envtex, Envshade and Envsound select all the features you want to 

use and control their performance impact. 

 

 

 

Enable Envplus 

This switch allows you to enable Envplus features in Envdir. Depending on what product you already 

own, this brings new customization settings for Envtex sun, Envtex moon and all Envshade shaders. It 

also allows the installation of “Enhanced atmospherics” shaders and clouds configuration. 

 

Application settings 

This section contains two buttons allowing you to load some previously exported Envdir settings or 

export your current Envdir settings. This feature is retro-compatible with most of the older versions. 

 

Active simulator 

Here you can choose which simulator is active. This setting will determine which of the other options 

are available. Six simulators are currently supported:  

Lockheed Martin Prepar3D v2, v3, v4, v5, Microsoft Flight Simulator X SP2/Acceleration or Steam 

Edition. 
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Simulator Path 

This is where you can configure your active simulator path. Envdir automatically detects the simulator 

path if it is correctly installed on your system. 

However, if the path is not correctly detected you can enter your simulator path by clicking the browse 

button and browse to the corresponding path. Once this is done, the path will be saved automatically. 

If you wish to paste or manually enter your simulator path in the box, you must click the save button on 

the lateral menu before Envdir takes your entry into account. 

 

Backup Path 
The backup path is where textures of the active simulator are saved when your textures are backed-up 

during install and where files are taken from when running a restore. You will now find this in the help 

page. 

If you don’t want to customize the location of your backup folder, Envtex, Envshade and Envsound will 

use “C:\User\Documents\Backup” as the default Backup path. You can enter a custom Backup path by 

clicking the browse button and browse to the corresponding path. Once done, the path will be saved 

automatically. If you wish to paste or manually enter your Backup path in the box, you must click the 

save button on the lateral menu before Envdir takes your entry into account. 

 

Global Quality 

Envtex and Envshade have been designed with different quality pre-sets that will positively or negatively 

affect your VAS and FPS. These presets help you to find the most balanced settings for your system and 

configuration. 

• Custom: This pre-set let you choose every customization option available. 

• High: This pre-set uses the highest quality textures and shaders for all features. It can be heavy 

on VAS and FPS depending on your PC specs and simulator settings. 

• Normal: This pre-set uses the native resolution and compression of the active simulator. Thus, 

it has zero impact on VAS or FPS. It also uses the best performance shaders. 

• Low: This pre-set uses the most optimized texture resolution to get the best performance. This 

is advised for low end computers. It also uses the best performance shaders. 

 

✓ If you want to use the custom quality pre-set, we highly recommend you refer to the Envtex features, 

Envshade features and Envsound features chapters which describes each feature and offers advices 

over its usage. 

 

Clear shader cache 

This button allows you to delete the shader cache of the active simulator. Envdir does this automatically 

after each installation to the simulator but if you ever need to clear the cache without installing, you 

can use this button as much as you need. 
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VAS optimization 

This feature will optimize FSX and P3D old and unused textures which are related to older versions of 

Microsoft Flight Simulator but still loaded in the FSX and P3D memory. Using this option will optimize 

these textures to minimize their impact of the available Virtual address space of your simulator.  

Depending on your sim and Envtex settings, your VAS usage may be decreased by a few Mb. 

✓ Developer’s advice: It is highly advised to enable this option as it will not break any feature of the sim 

but can make you gain a few Mb of virtual address space.  

 

ASCA Path 

This is where you can configure the path where Active Sky Cloud Art (ASCA) is installed. Envdir cannot 

detect it automatically as this product does not write any entry into your registry, thus you must fill-in 

this box in order to take advantage of the ASCA integration feature. 

You can enter your ASCA path by clicking the browse button and browse to the corresponding path. 

Once done, the path will be saved automatically. If you wish to paste or manually write your ASCA path 

in the box, you must click the save button on the lateral menu before Envdir takes your entry into 

account.  

✓ Please note that the ASCA integration feature cannot be enabled until this path is set. 

Please refer to the ASCA integration chapter for more information. 

 

ASCA integration 

This feature allows you to combine Envtex sky and cumulus clouds textures with Active Sky Cloud Art 

(ASCA) from Hifi simulation technologies (SP1 is required). When enabling this feature, ASCA will be able 

to inject Envtex sky textures in real time into your simulator according to your aircraft location and the 

current weather. It will also be able to use the very advanced clouds system and clouds models. 

Of course this feature is completely safe and does not erase any ASCA file. 

✓ You must have selected an ASCA path before being able to enable this feature 

To take advantage of the dynamic texture injection you must check that your ASCA settings configured 

as shown below: 

ASCA Theme Full Dynamics 

Cloud textures Enabled   (must be disabled if you do not use ASCA v7668 or higher) 

Cloud structures Enabled if you use ASCA integration without using REX Skyforce 

Sky textures Enabled 

Cirrus textures Enabled (will use ASCA cirrus textures) or Disabled (to use Envtex cirrus) 

 

The ASCA integration feature also provides some customization options accessible from the 

Customization page. 
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Available Customization options 

Sky Cumulus 

2 Sets: 
→ Set 1: ASCA will randomly use its own textures or Envtex sky textures 
→ Set 2: ASCA will only use Envtex sky textures (Recommended) 

 

3 Sets 

 

For more information, please refer to the ASCA user manual and the Sky and Cumulus chapter. 

 

REX Skyforce 3D integration 

This feature allows you to combine Envtex cumulus clouds textures with REX Skyforce 3D from the Real 

Environment Xtreme team. It is completely safe and does not erase any REX SKyforce 3D file. 

To take advantage of this feature you only have to check that REX Skyforce 3D enhanced cloud models 

are properly installed to your simulator, if you are unsure it is safe to run an install again from the REX 

Skyforce 3D user interface. 

✓ Please note that installing any REX Skyforce 3D cloud textures after installing this feature will 

overwrite Envtex cloud textures, a new installation process in Envdir will be needed in order to get the 

Envtex cumulus textures back into your simulator. 

 

Products settings 

As you may wish to not use some of the included features of each product, Envdir offers the possibility 

to enable and disable them one by one. This is possible from the right column of the settings page. 

 

With any of the quality pre-sets, you are free to enable or disable the corresponding switch to enable 

or disable a feature.  

If you use the custom quality pre-set, you will also be able to change sub-settings like the texture 

resolution and compression, sizes or quality set when several are available. Your choices will be saved 

once you click on the Save Parameters button or when you click the Install button on the lateral menu. 

You can independently enable or disable the following features. All of them are detailed in the Envtex 

features details chapter of this manual as well as the Envshade features details and Envsound features 

details chapters. 

✓ Please note that some features are not available for all simulators because of their own limitations. 

For each feature, a performance indicator informs you about the impact of the corresponding feature 

and the chosen quality. The more to the right the indicator goes, the heavier the feature is on framerate.  

The same applies with the colours, the closer to red the indicator goes, the heavier the feature is on 

VAS usage. 

You can access the settings of the different products by clicking the lateral arrows. 
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Customization page 

This chapter will briefly describe how to choose available sets. This page only allows to control Envtex 

presets at this time, Envshade cannot be controlled from here. More details are provided in the Envtex 

Features details chapter. 

 

 

 

In the settings page you have been able to choose which feature to use. In addition to those settings, 

several variants are available for the several Envtex features. 

 

Sky Clouds 

Astronomical objects Water 

Ground Special effects 

 

In each of the above panels, you will be able to select your favourite pre-sets for most of the Envtex 

features. 

To choose a variant, just click on the corresponding list and click the set you would like to install. You 

can refer to the preview pictures to get an idea of what you are going to get. 

An item that cannot be set means that the corresponding feature is disabled in the settings page and 

must be enabled first. 

Your choices will be saved once the “Install” button will be clicked. 

✓ Please note that colours, brightness and saturation may slightly differ depending on the season, time 

of day and location, but also your screen and HDR settings. 

This page is splitted in several themed panels. 

You can access the customization options of the different features using the lateral arrows 
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Help page 

This page contains all the useful information you need to know about Envdir, Envtex, Envshade or 

Envsound.  

Products information 

Under this section you will find the currently installed version of your products as well as your license 

number (if relevant) which will display if your mouse is over the corresponding line. In case you would 

need to send us your license code for support purpose, or if you simply want to save it in a safe place, 

you can select and copy it using CTRL + C. 

Maintenance 

Under this section, you will find all the necessary tools for the Envdir maintenance.  

In case you would like to reset your Envdir settings, you just have to use the “Reset settings” button and 

all the default values will be applied again to all your Envdir settings. 

You can also regularly check if an update is available by clicking the “Update” button, it will simply launch 

Envupdater to download and install automatically the last version of your product(s). If you already have 

the latest version, you will be notified and asked if you want to run the installation again. 

Help 

The help section contains some buttons to get in touch with us, the “Facebook” button will redirect you 

to our facebook page using your default web browser, the “Faq” button will open our frequently asked 

questions page on our website and the “Forum” button simply opens our support forum. 

You can also quickly open this user manual where you can find many detailed information on settings 

and customization options but also developer’s advices, just by using the “User manual” button. 

Changelog 

Finally, the right part of this page will show the versions history explaining all the changes made since 

the initial version. You can explore the full list by scrolling down. 
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Action buttons 

Save parameters 

This button simply allows you to save all of your current Envdir settings. A confirmation 

message will be displayed on the header. The button will temporarily disappear preventing 

any saves conflict. 

 

Install 

Once Envdir is configured according to your needs, you can simply click on the Install button 

of the lateral menu. This will save all current Envdir settings. Before starting the install process, 

Envdir will create an automatic backup of your current textures, they will be saved in the 

Backup folder. If a backup of the same texture already exists Envdir will not erase it and the first backup 

will be kept to keep a fully safe backup if your initial textures. Last but not least, Envdir will only backup 

the files which are going to be replaced in the sim to save your disk space. 

The install process may take a few minutes, depending on the number of features enabled and your PC 

specs. To prevent any error during, the lateral menu is not accessible and the Envdir window cannot be 

moved during the process. Once the operation has succeeded, a success message will be displayed. 

 

Launch simulator 

Once Envdir files have been installed, you can use the Launch simulator button to start your 

simulator directly from Envdir. Your simulator will then be started and Envdir will be 

minimized. 

 

Restore 

If you wish to install your previous textures again, you can simply click the Restore button, it 

will re-install your old textures from your Backup folder. 

 

 

Envupdater 

Envupdater is our update tool to help you detecting and installing updates. You will simply need to click 

on the “Check update” button from the help page of Envdir, or double click the Envupdater shortcut in 

your windows start menu and the update process will begin.  

 

If you already have the latest version installed, Envupdater will notify you and will ask if you want to 

install the latest version again for each of your installed product. 

 

Waiting for a fully automatic detection, we advise you to regularly check the updates status from the 

help page to make sure you have the most recent version. 
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Envtex features details 

Envdir provides the possibility to enable or disable each feature by enabling or disabling the related 

switch. If you use the custom profile for the “Quality” setting you can also choose the resolution and 

compression quality depending on your tastes, your PC specs and how you wish to use your simulator. 

This chapter details all the Envtex contents for FSX and P3D with some tips to find the right settings. You 

don’t need to read everything in this part of the manual to get friendly with our product, its purpose is 

to bring more detailed information about each Envtex feature. 

 

Airport 

The Airport feature will enhance all your default airport ground textures. This currently includes hard 

runways and raxiways, other runways like grass or gravel runways, ground markings including signage 

and lighting.  

In the customization settings, you will be able to choose different pre-sets for each category: Hard 

runways and taxiways, Other runways, Airport signs.  

✓ Developer’s advice: If you never fly default airport you can use the lowest resolution (512), it will allow 

you to save some VAS which is especially important on 32bits simulators like FSX or Prepar3D v2 and 

v3, if you occasionally fly to default airport, use the native resolution (1024), if you fly only to default 

airports, use the best resolutions (2048 or 4096). This is less important on Prepar3D v4 and v5. 

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

32 DXT1 

128 256 colours 

256 DXT3 

512 DXT5 

1024 32bits 

2048  

4096  

 

Available Customization options 

Hard runways & taxiways Other Runways Airport signs 

5 Sets 2 Sets 6 Sets 
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Aurora 

Thanks to this amazing Prepar3D exclusive feature, you will be able to see the great Northern or 

Southern lights with different colours during your polar flights. Using the customization page, you will 

be able to choose between a realistic random generation and a static generation to increase your 

chances to see an aurora.  

 

This feature requires at least the following P3D settings: 

Scenery Complexity Normal or higher 

Special effects distance High 

Special effects detail High 

Volumetric fog Enabled 

Simobjects water reflection Disabled 

 

✓ Please note that, due to simulator limitations, northern lights are only visible inside a limited range 

from their placement point (inside a ≈ 50km circle). Also, when cloud coverage is few or scattered, 

very distant clouds may sometimes appear behind the aurora. We are actively working on surpassing 

these limitations.  

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

32 DXT1 

128 256 colours 

256 DXT3 

512 DXT5 

1024 32bits 

2048  

4096  

 

Available Customization options 

Auroras 

2 Sets with different visibility options 
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Cumulus 

Cumulus clouds can be found at lower altitudes of the atmosphere. This features simply enhance your 

cumulus clouds textures and the stratus clouds that are controlled by the same texture (stratus are very 

low altitude clouds usually linked to rainy/humid weather).  

Be careful with the quality settings. High quality can significantly hit performances even with very high-

end computers. 

✓ Developer’s advice: The best-balanced setting is usually 512 – 32bits or 1024- DXT5 

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

32 DXT1 

128 256 colours 

256 DXT3 

512 DXT5 

1024 32bits 

2048  

4096  

 

Available Customization options 

Cumulus Cumulus for ASCA Cumulus for REX Skyforce 

6 Sets 3 Sets 4 Sets 
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Cirrus 

Cirrus are clouds that can be found at higher altitudes of the atmosphere. This feature simply enhances 

your cirrus clouds textures.  

Be careful with the quality settings. High quality can hit performances even with very high-end 

computers, depending on your anti-aliasing setting. 

✓ Developer’s advice: The best-balanced setting is usually 1024 – 32bits or 2048- DXT5 

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

32 DXT1 

128 256 colours 

256 DXT3 

512 DXT5 

1024 32bits 

2048  

4096  

 

Available Customization options 

Cirrus 

3 Sets 
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Envmap 

Environment map also named Envmap is the default texture used by objects for environment reflection. 

This feature will only affect objects and aircraft which do not have their own custom envmap like default 

aircraft, default buildings and a some 3rd party aircraft. This is also important for dynamic reflections in 

Prepar3D v3, v4 and v5. 

✓ Developer’s advice: Enabling this feature is highly recommended, it will enhance the reflection on the 

all the aircraft and objects using the default texture. Also, the default texture is uselessly too big and 

this feature will enhance a bit your VAS usage which is especially important in 32 bits simulators like 

FSX or Prepar3D v2 and v3. 

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

32 DXT1 

128 256 colours 

256 DXT3 

512 DXT5 

1024 32bits 

2048  

4096  

 

Available Customization options 

Environment map 

2 Sets 
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Grass 

Within Flight simulator and Prepar3d, a generic grass texture is used as a background texture for the 

terrain. Envtex provides four ultra-realistic grass texture for both normal, snowy weather which will 

allow you to install the right grass for the weather you expect to meet. Another pre-set also reproduces 

an asphalt surface for 3rd party airports that are using a photoreal ground (Orbx Coffs Harbour for 

example). 

✓ Developer’s advice: As the default resolution is very low, the best-balanced setting is usually 512 or 

1024 not to put too much additional load on VAS for 32bits simulators like FSX or Prepar3D v2 and 

v3. On Prepar3D v4 and v5, choosing the highest resolution will bring the best visual with a minimal 

impact. 

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

32 DXT1 

128 256 colours 

256 DXT3 

512 DXT5 

1024 32bits 

2048  

4096  

 

Available Customization options 

Grass 

4 Sets 
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Milkyway 

One of the most wonderful things you can see at night in some regions of the Earth is the milky way, 

this fabulous spectacle is an accumulation of billons of stars that are part of our galaxy. Envtex 

enhances this default feature with a new realistic and photoreal texture. Depending on your flight 

location or your preferences, you can choose between different presets. 

✓ Developer’s advice: As the default resolution is quite low, the best-balanced setting is usually 1024 

not to put too much additional load on VAS for 32bits simulators like FSX or Prepar3D v2 and v3. On 

Prepar3D v4 and v5, choosing the highest resolution will bring the best visual with a minimal impact. 

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

32 DXT1 

128 256 colours 

256 DXT3 

512 DXT5 

1024 32bits 

2048  

4096  

 

Available Customization options 

Milkyway 

3 Sets 
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Arid 

Continental 

Oceanic 

Polar 

Tropical 

 

 

 

Sky - 24h and Sky - Custom 

More than 500 different sky textures are included with Envtex. They are grouped into several pre-sets 

depending on seasons, locations or your habits. Envtex is using the default 10 days cycle implemented 

by default in our simulators. This allow sky colour to change randomly in a 10 days cycle and makes the 

sky being dynamic depending on the day. 

 

• Sky - 24h allows you to install ready to use pre-sets without the need to customize each period 

of the day. Enabling this feature disabled the Sky - Custom feature. 

• Sky - Custom also uses the dynamic 10 days cycle feature but you can customize each period of 

the day according to your preferences or for a specific flight for example. Enabling this feature 

disabled the Sky - 24h feature. 

 

We decided to create a huge sky textures number to bring a never seen variety without the need to 

change your pre-sets every day. 3 types of pre-sets are included: 

• Random: This pre-set will use totally random sky colours. 

• Seasonal: These pre-sets are based on colours met during different seasons at mid latitudes. 

• Climatic: These pre-sets are based on different climates met on the Earth, as some climates 

does not really differs in their sky colours, we merged some of them. 

• Altitude: These are generic pre-sets focused on low or highflying 

 

If you choose to use one of the Climatic pre-sets you can refer to this map to find the pre-set that fits 

better your flying region(s). Continental and Oceanic pre-sets are a good compromise to fly in any 

region. 
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If you also use Active Sky 16 (AS16) and Cloud Art (ASCA) from Hifi Simulation Technologies, you will 

also be able to combine all our sky textures with the Global Dynamic feature of ASCA, in that case the 

sky pre-sets are not relevant anymore and you must set the ASCA integration option instead. 

Please refer to the ASCA integration chapter to learn more on how to configure ASCA (Configuration of 

this feature is very quick). 

To take profit of this feature, you need to start AS16+ASCA with the Full dynamics or Global auto theme 

when you are flying. 

 

✓ Developer’s advice: If you have AS16+ASCA, it is highly advised to enable the ASCA integration feature, 

it is the best way to benefit of the 545 sky textures developed by our team. 

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

32 DXT1 

128 256 colours 

256 DXT3 

512 DXT5 

1024 32bits 

2048  

4096  

 

Available Customization options 

Sky - 24h Pre-sets 

Dynamic - 24h 

12 Sets 
5 sets 
12 sets 
12 sets 

 

Sky - Custom 

Dynamic - Day Dynamic - Night Dynamic - Sunrise Dynamic - Sunrise 

12 Sets 5 sets 12 sets 12 sets 
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Special effects 

While this is usually not the first thing we are thinking about when talking about visual realism in flight 

simulators, special effects can really enhance the visual immersion with true to life effects. 

The Envtex Special effects feature currently add and enhance the following effects to your simulator: 

• Contrails 

• Lightning 

• Various effects, including water spray effects for seaplanes, touchdown, hard breaking and dirt 

effects leaving tire markings, water and snow engine blast, water and snow wheel spray, wing 

tip vortices…etc 

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

32 DXT1 

128 256 colours 

256 DXT3 

512 DXT5 

1024 32bits 

2048  

4096  

 

Available Customization options 

Contrails Lightning Various effects 

4 Sets 2 Sets 2 Sets 
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Rain 

This feature includes realistic rain effects that will get rid of the poor default precipitations for all 

simulators. 

If you use Prepar3D v4 or v5 which uses shaders to provide detailed precipitations, Envtex provides an 

even better enhancement for rain effects. Envtex is currently the only 3rd party software that provide 

such enhancements on Prepar3D v4 and v5. 

 

✓ Developer’s advice: Other addons also replace those effects, while our precipitations effects are highly 

realistic you can still disable them in case you would prefer to keep other 3rd party precipitations. 

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

32 DXT1 

128 256 colours 

256 DXT3 

512 DXT5 

1024 32bits 

2048  

4096  

 

Available Customization options 

No customization option 
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Snow 

This feature includes realistic snow effects that will get rid of the poor default precipitations for all 

simulators. 

If you use Prepar3D v4 or v5 which uses shaders to provide detailed precipitations, Envtex provides an 

even better enhancement for snow effects. Envtex is currently the only 3rd party software that provide 

such enhancements on Prepar3D v4 and v5. 

✓ Developer’s advice: Other addons also replace those effects, while our precipitations effects are highly 

realistic you can still disable them in case you would prefer to keep other 3rd party precipitations. 

✓ Important note: This has nothing to do about John or any king of the North. 

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

32 DXT1 

128 256 colours 

256 DXT3 

512 DXT5 

1024 32bits 

2048  

4096  

 

Available Customization options 

No customization option 
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Water 

Envtex offers different water textures types that cover all the different P3D, FSX water classes, these 

can be very complex, but we divided them in 3 different features for your ease of use: 

• Inland water textures, including lakes, rivers and all other inland water 

• Ocean water textures, including deep seas water 

• Tropical water textures, including shallow tropical waters 

 

All water classes are called by a water class that decides where each type of water is located, while this 

is a good representation of the reality, water classes can strangely fit together sometimes. To prevent 

this, Envtex provides the choice to have a more uniform water at the expense of water variety, therefore 

both options are available. Water pre-sets are also based on different water colours. 

Set 1 Biggest water variety 

Set 2 More uniform water 
 

Also, we have created two main ways to display the water, one with some waves directly drawn onto 

the textures for users who prefer a photoreal look and another without waves drawn on them.  

Photoreal Waves drawn on the textures 

Non Photoreal No waves drawn on the textures 

 

✓ Developer’s advice: Photoreal gives better results if you usually fly at high altitudes with FSX and any 

P3D water settings lower than ULTRA.  

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

32 DXT1 

128 256 colours 

256 DXT3 

512 DXT5 

1024 32bits 

2048  

4096  

 

Available Customization options 

Inland water Ocean water Tropical water 

4 Sets 4 Sets 4 Sets 
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Waves 

Waves animation will change the look of your water depending on your taste, or if you want to, 

depending on the weather conditions you are expecting for your flights.  

When using Prepar3D you may be using the ultra setting for water, this provides 3D waves in the close 

environment. However, at high distance these effects are still used and it’s still recommended to install 

this feature to get the best visual results. 

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

32 DXT1 

128 256 colours 

256 DXT3 

512 DXT5 

1024 32bits 

2048  

4096  

 

Available Customization options 

Waves 

7 sets 
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Sun 

This feature enhances the sun appearance in your simulator. Several sun pre-sets are available with a 

natural glow effect that tries to reproduce the sun glare as seen by a human eye.  

Texture resolution and compression are not relevant for this feature as a balanced quality is far enough 

for sun rendering, moreover it differs depending on the many textures used. However, you have the 

possibility to set the sun size according to your preferences.  If you own Envplus you can set the size 

value very precisely to fit your own taste and needs by enabling the Envplus mode as explained in the 

settings page chapter. 

✓ Developer’s advice: If you wish to have a camera effect, using “Set 1” to “Set 5” sun flare is preferable. 

If you prefer to use a more natural effect, “Without Lens” should fit better your expectations. 

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

Not relevant Not relevant 

 

Available Customization options 

Sun Sun Flare 

12 Sets with different glow and sun rays 5 Sets with different lens effects 

 

Moon 

Moon is another beautiful astronomical object to watch at night. This feature will enhance the moon 

textures with different pre-sets including different colour tints and different level of glow.  

Texture resolution and compression are not relevant for this feature as a balanced quality is far enough 

for moon rendering. However, you have the possibility to set the moon size according to your 

preferences. If you own Envplus you can set the size value very precisely to fit your own taste and needs 

by enabling the Envplus mode as explained in the settings page chapter. 

 

Available Settings 

Available resolutions Available compression quality 

Not relevant Not relevant 

 

Available Customization options 

Moon 

4 sets with different colour tints and glow level 
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Envshade features details 

Envshade shaders tweaks enhance the overall visuals in Prepar3D v3, v4 and v5, it will completely 

transform your flights in a living environment where colours are never the same twice. Not only 

Envshade has been made as dynamic as possible, but the realism has been checked to any time of the 

day, assuring a complete and optimal visual realism at any time with highly smooth transitions. 

Shaders 

Envshade provides the possibility to enable or disable all the tweaks at a time by checking or 

unchecking the shaders or PTA switch. To access the Envshade settings, please switch to the second 

tab of the Envdir settings page.  

If you use the custom profile for the Global Quality setting you can also choose between the quality 

depending on your tastes, your PC specs and how you wish to use your simulator.  When the Global 

Quality setting is set to “low” or “normal”, Envshade shaders are automatically set to “High 

performances”. When set to “Quality”, the shaders are automatically set to “High quality” which can 

result in low framerate on low-end computers. 

 

In order to get the best visual results with Envshade, we recommend the use of the following HDR 

settings in P3D (You may have to slightly adapt these settings depending on your monitor settings). 

Luminosity 1,30 

Bloom 0,20 

Saturation 1,10 

 

✓ Envshade shaders are not optimized yet with the newly added TrueSky in P3Dv5, in order to get the 

best from Envshade it is recommended to turn off enhanced atmospherics in P3D v5 settings for now. 

Two shaders performance profiles are available: 

• High Performance will provide realistic tweaks but will not touch at any shader settings that 

may hit the performances, thus this pre-set does not have any fps impact on your simulator. 

• High Quality will also tweak cloud size, that may have a huge impact on fps depending your PC 

specs. 

 

In order to install the Envshade files into your simulator, please make sure the Shader switch is set to 

ON, then just click the “Install to sim” button (the green button on the left menu) as per the Action 

buttons chapter (if you have any Envtex feature enabled, it will be installed as well). Depending on your 

PC specs, you should quickly get a “Install complete” message. After this process you are ready to launch 

your simulator to enjoy Envshade. 
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Tweaks list 

This section details briefly all the Envshade tweaks that are included in the Shaders feature.  

The features shown in normal text are included in Envshade, the features shown in Red are exclusive to 

Envplus, some of these features [Custom] are customizable as explained in the Envshade fine tuning 

chapter. You can learn more about Envplus and Envshade interactions in the Envshade Plus chapter. 

 

Atmosphere Sky 

→ [Custom] Atmosphere scattering, colour and 
strength depends on time of day 

→ [Custom] Adjustable scattering tint 
→ Low horizon haze, depends on season 
→ Fog color depending on daytime and aircraft 

altitude 
→ Sun do not bleed through fog anymore 

→ [Custom] Saturation depends on altitude and 
weather 

→ [Custom] Vertical visibility depends on fog layer 
thickness and user input 

→ [Custom] Enhanced atmospherics sky saturation 
tweaked 

→ [Custom] Twilight and Day sky tint tweaked 

Cumulus and Cirrus Clouds Water 

→ [Custom] Cloud shadows depth adjusted, 
depends on daytime and weather conditions 

→ [Custom] Blending in fog layer 
→ Cloud saturation, balanced depending on time of 

day 
→ [Custom] Cloud Brightness, variates with 

weather, time of day, sunlight, moonlight power 
→ Directional sun lightning enhanced 
→ [Custom] Cirrus clouds brightness, variates with 

weather, time of day, sunlight, moonlight power 
→ [Custom] Enhanced Atmospherics clouds 

brightness and saturation adjusted 

→ [Custom] Saturation depends on weather and 
altitude 

→ View angle darkness depends on altitude and 
time of day 

→ [Custom] Waves size scale depends on altitude 
and weather (for non-ultra settings) 

→ [Custom] Water reflection adjusted, variates 
with altitude and weather 

Terrain, Autogen & Scenery Lights 

→ Shadows effectiveness adjusted 
→ Saturation, depends on weather 
→ [Custom] Terrain brightness variating with 

sunlight and moonlight power adjusted 
→ [Custom] Terrain PBR brightness & reflections 

adjusted, depends on time of day 
→ [Custom] Scenery & Autogen PBR brightness & 

reflections adjusted, depends on time of day 

→ Adjusted 3D night lights 
→ Smooth day/night transition 
→ [Custom] Road lights brightness and visibility 

variate with altitude 
→ [Custom] Road lights Saturation depends on time 

of day when sky is dark enough 

Aircraft HDR enhancements 

→ [Custom] Internal and external brightness & 
shadows adjusted, variate with sun and 
moonlight 

→ [Custom] PBR brightness & reflections adjusted, 
depends on time of day 

→ Eye’s adaptation to brightness adjusted 
→ [Custom] Adaptative bloom effectiveness 

variates with time of day 
→ [Custom] Realistic night brightness with soft 

day/night transitions 
→ [Custom] Adjusted and adaptative contrast 

depending on visibility 
→ Adapatative brightness depending on visibility 
→ [Custom] HDR Tint adjusted, depends on 

graphics settings 
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Envshade fine tuning 

While Envshade has been made to be as close as possible from the reality with the default settings, the 

experience can differ depending on the other add-ons you are using and your monitor settings. Thus 

Envshade now allows you to fine tune some of the most important features in order to better fit your 

monitor colours and your tastes. Each customization feature is explained below but tooltips quickly 

explaining the aim of each feature is also available directly in Envdir using your mouse pointer. 

Each of the following features have a multiplier allowing you to adjust the strength of the corresponding 

effects. Any feature that reacts dynamically to environmental parameters will be correctly adjusted 

depending on your settings. 

If you own Envplus and the Envplus mode is enabled you will see more options available for even deeper 

customization. All the values are customizable using decimal values in Envplus mode (also referenced 

as Envshade Plus), however the red tweaks in this chapter are related to the Envplus mode only and 

cannot be customized if Envplus is disabled. Values above 1 increase the effects, values below 1 

decrease the effect.  

 

Atmosphere scattering 

This feature reproduces the rayleigh scattering you can observe in reality. This results in a blue tinted 

haze in the lower atmosphere, the farther you are looking at, the stronger is the effect. 

Adjusting this setting decreases or increases the strength of the effect to better match your monitor 

colours and your own preferences. The value is fully customizable when in Envplus mode (Values from 

0.001 to unlimited). 

This feature will keep reacting dynamically to diverse environmental parameters independently from 

your chosen setting. 

 

Sky Saturation 

While Envshade automatically makes the sky colour variating depending on weather, this setting allows 

you to adjust the base colour saturation of your sky textures. The value is fully customizable when in 

Envplus mode (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

This feature will keep reacting dynamically to diverse environmental parameters independently from 

your chosen setting. 

 

Vertical visibility 

This setting allows you to adjust the level of vertical visibility during low visibility conditions, this helps 

to prevent the sky to appear completely grey. The value is fully customizable when in Envplus mode 

(Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

For a realist result, we highly recommend keeping this setting to default (Normal / 1.0), which is the 

default P3D’s setting. 
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Cloud brightness day 

Envshade automatically adjusts the cloud brightness depending on time of day, weather, sun and moon 

positions. Depending on your monitor setting and own preferences you can adjust this setting to darken 

or brighten the cloud texture during daytime. The value is fully customizable when in Envplus mode 

(Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

A smooth transition between night and day will be automatically made by Envshade. This feature will 

keep reacting dynamically to diverse environmental parameters independently from your chosen 

setting. 

 

Cloud brightness night 

Envshade automatically adjusts the cloud brightness depending on time of day, weather, sun and moon 

positions.  

Depending on your monitor setting and own preferences you can adjust this setting to darken or 

brighten the cloud texture during nighttime. The value is fully customizable when in Envplus mode. 

A smooth transition between night and day will be automatically made by Envshade. This feature will 

keep reacting dynamically to diverse environmental parameters independently from your chosen 

setting. 

 

Cloud shadows 

Envshade enhances the clouds shadowing to better match the reality, this depends on altitude, time of 

day, visibility, and many other environmental parameters. 

To better match your own preferences and monitor contrast, you can adjust this setting to darken or 

brighten the clouds shadows. The value is fully customizable when in Envplus mode (Values from 0.001 

to unlimited).  

This feature will keep reacting dynamically to diverse environmental parameters independently from 

your chosen setting. 

 

Cloud fog blending 

In reality, fog tends to appear greyish from the ground, however it usually looks really bright when flying 

on top due to the sun reflection on water particles. Envshade reproduces this perfectly especially when 

combined with Envtex sky textures, it automatically blends with clouds depending on your relative 

altitude to the fog layer.  Depending on the sky texture and other 3rd party addons you are using, the 

fog may appear too grey or too bright when flying on top, this may cause the clouds not blending 

correctly with the fog layer. Adjust this setting to reduce or increase the fog brightness when flying over 

the fog layer for a perfect blending with the clouds. The value is fully customizable when in Envplus 

mode (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

This doesn’t affect the fog colour when flying inside or lower than the fog layer. This feature will keep 

reacting dynamically to diverse environmental parameters independently from your chosen setting. 
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HDR contrast 

Envshade enhances the default HDR contrast method, using this setting you can easily adjust the 

contrast level added by Envshade. The value is fully customizable when in Envplus mode (Values from 

0.001 to unlimited). 

Adjust this setting to decrease or increase the level of contrast in Prepar3D. HDR must be enabled in 

Prepar3D’s settings. 

 

HDR night bloom 

At night, lights can produce a high glare effect to the human eyes. Envshade reproduces this 

automatically by adding a multiplier to your P3D bloom setting at night.  

Instead of decreasing or increasing your P3D bloom setting, you can now adjust this setting to decrease 

or increase the lights glare effects at night.  

This feature will keep reacting dynamically to diverse environmental parameters. Bloom setting must 

be higher than 0.00 in Prepar3D’s settings. 

 

HDR night darkness 

Prepar3D’s default night is far too bright up to P3D v4.3, Envshade is correcting this by darkening a lot 

the night using the integrated Prepar3D’s HDR technology. Adjust this setting to darken or brighten the 

global night lighting. 

From Prepar3D v4.4, night has been enhanced a lot, however it’s now very dark by default when the 

moon is not high in the sky. Envshade automatically adjusts the night darkness depending on the moon 

position. You can adjust the level of the darkening using this setting but it’s highly recommended to 

perform your tests at the same date and time of day for consistent results. 

This feature will keep reacting dynamically to diverse environmental parameters independently from 

your chosen setting. 

 

Terrain saturation 

This setting simply allows you to adjust the world terrain saturation, this will affect any type of terrain. 

Adjust this setting to decrease or increase the terrain saturation. The value is fully customizable when 

in Envplus mode (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

This feature will keep reacting dynamically to diverse environmental parameters independently from 

your chosen setting. 

 

Water saturation 

This setting simply allows you to adjust the world water saturation, this will affect any type of water 

(oceans, seas, tropical water and inland water). 
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Adjust this setting to decrease or increase the water saturation. The value is fully customizable when in 

Envplus mode (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

This feature will keep reacting dynamically to diverse environmental parameters independently from 

your chosen setting. 

 

Scenery Brightness 

This setting allows you to adjust the brightness of the diverse scenery objects as well as the autogen 

during daytime. The value is fully customizable when in Envplus mode (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

This does not affect the brightness of the lighted objects at night. 

 

Aircraft shadows depth 

This setting simply allows you to adjust how dark are the shadows of the aircraft outside and inside. This 

now also affects the PBR aircraft cockpit and exterior.  

Adjust this setting to decrease or increase the shadows depth. The value is fully customizable when in 

Envplus mode (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

 

Horizon haze 

This customization setting allows you to adjust how dark or bright and how powerful is the haze 

displayed on the horizon. This haze is caused by the natural atmosphere moisture.  

Adjust this setting to decrease or increase the horizon haze brightness and power. The value is fully 

customizable when in Envplus mode (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

 

Enhanced atmospherics enabled 

This button is only activable if Prepar3D v5 is the active simulator, it allows to make Envshade 

compatible with the new Enhanced Atmospherics feature of Prepar3D v5. If you have this feature 

enabled in your Prepar3D v5 settings, please also enable this button in Envdir before installing the 

shaders to your sim. If you don’t have Enhanced atmospherics enabled in Prepar3D v5, it is highly 

recommended to leave this option disabled in Envdir. 

 

Atmosphere scattering tint 

This feature is Envplus mode only (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

This allows you to adjust the atmosphere rayleigh scattering colour (see atmosphere scattering tweak 

section). A higher value means stronger red colours. Lower values means stronger green colours. 
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Sky tint twilight 

This feature is Envplus mode only (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

By default, Envshade uses the natural unmodified sky texture used by the simulator. This feature allows 

you to adjust the sky tint during dawn and dusk. A higher value means that red colours are dominant. 

 

Sky tint daytime 

This feature is Envplus mode only (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

By default, Envshade uses the natural unmodified sky texture used by the simulator. This feature allows 

you to adjust the sky tint during day. A higher value means that blue colour is more dominant. 

 

Cirrus brightness day 

This feature is Envplus mode only (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

Envshade automatically adjusts the cirrus brightness depending on time of day, weather, sun and moon 

positions. Depending on your monitor setting and own preferences Envplus allows you to adjust the 

cirrus clouds brightness during daytime. A higher value means the cirrus are brighter. 

 

Cirrus brightness night 

This feature is Envplus mode only (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

Envshade automatically adjusts the cirrus brightness depending on time of day, weather, sun and moon 

positions. Depending on your monitor setting and own preferences Envplus allows you to adjust the 

cirrus clouds brightness during day. A higher value means the cirrus are brighter. 

 

HDR tint 

This feature is Envplus mode only (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

The HDR tint feature allows you to adjust the overall tint of your simulator, by adding a sepia effect or 

reducing the yellow colours. This setting is directly related to the “enhanced atmospherics enabled” 

button position as this tweak will be automatically adjusted depending if Enhanced atmospherics is 

enabled or not, your setting acts like a scale on the base setting. 

A higher value means the sepia effect is more visible.  

 

Terrain reflectivity 

This feature is Envplus mode only (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

By default, Envshade uses the default P3D terrain reflection scale. This setting allow to adjust how much 

the terrain is reflective. Higher values mean more reflectivity. 
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Water reflectivity 

This feature is Envplus mode only (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

By default, Envshade uses a dynamic reflection system that makes the water reflectivity depending on 

altitude and weather conditions. With Envplus, in addition to the dynamic changes, you can also adjust 

how much the water reflects the environment. Higher values mean more overall reflections. 

 

Global PBR reflectivity 

This feature is Envplus mode only (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

By default, Envshade uses the default P3D level for PBR reflections. With this reflectivity setting, Envplus 

allows to adjust how much reflective the PBR surfaces are in the simulator, independently from the 

object type. Higher values mean more reflections. 

 

Scenery PBR reflectivity 

This feature is Envplus mode only (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

By default, Envshade uses the default P3D level for PBR reflections for scenery objects. The scenery PBR 

reflectivity setting allows to adjust reflectivity on scenery PBR surfaces, including airport buildings, 

airport ground polygons and global autogen, independently from the overall reflections (See Global PBR 

reflectivity). A higher value means there is more reflectivity. 

 

Aircraft PBR shadows depth 

This feature is Envplus mode only (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

This feature allows to change the aircraft reflectivity on PBR surfaces including internal and external 

views. A higher value means there is more reflectivity. 

 

Road lights saturation 

This feature is Envplus mode only (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

This feature allows you to change the road lights colour saturation at night. Higher values mean more 

saturated roads, red colour being more dominant. 

 

Road lights intensity 

This feature is Envplus mode only (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

This feature is linked to the road lights saturation, instead of changing road colour saturation is increases 

or decreases the road lights brightness at night. Higher value means brighter road lights at night 
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Waves scale 

This feature is Envplus mode only (Values from 0.001 to unlimited). 

Envshade waves scale is determined automatically depending on your altitude, but this Envplus feature 

allows you to adjust the scale of the waves. Higher means bigger waves. 

 

Potential shaders issues 

Please note that Envshade and Envshade Plus may conflict with other shaders tweaking addons like 

PTA or RDshade, if you meet any issue with Envshade and/or Envshade Plus, please first make sure 

you are not using any other shader tweaks and install the features to your simulator again.  

If you are still getting issues or do not see any difference, please go to : 

“C:\Users\YourUserName\Local\Lockheed Martin\Prepar3D vx” and delete the “shaders” folder then 

start your simulator again. 

If these steps don’t help at all, please feel free to contact our support team. 

 

How to reload your shaders without restarting the simulator? 

Reloading your shaders is now possible on P3D v4 and P3D v5, for this you only need to assign a hotkey 

in Prepar3D settings as following: Add a hotkey assignment to “Reload shaders” in P3D settings. In our 

example we have used the “R” key. 

Once this is done you will be able to apply your shaders settings from Envdir as much as needed and 

use the hotkey to see the changes. 
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Envsound features details 

Envsound enhances the overall sound experience in FSX and Prepar3D, it will add a new level of 

immersion to your simulator by enhancing the existing environment sound as well as adding some new 

sound ambiances to your sim in almost 100 000 locations of your sim. 

 

Recommended simulator settings 

When using Envsound, FSX or P3D’s sound settings are very important. We highly recommend keeping 

your simulator’s default value which are 0.5 for each of the sound sliders. Only the Voice sound level is 

irrelevant. 

Simulator sound slider Recommended setting 

Engines 0.5 

Cockpit 0.5 

Environment 0.5 

Voice Irrelevant 

 

You may want to increase or decrease some sound sliders though. One thing to keep in mind is that if 

the environment sounds are too high compared to the rest of the sounds, you may face some very 

unrealistic sounds ambiance. The basic recommendation with Envsound are: 

• Environment sounds sliders never above 0.5 

• Other sounds sliders never below 0.5 

 

You can control the volume of each Envsound feature independently using the corresponding volume 

sliders in the Envsound settings page in Envdir. Three levels of sounds are available: 

Sound level name Actual level 

Low About -7dB 

Normal the default sound level developed by our team 

High About +7dB 

 

✓ We developed Envsound with a very meticulous attention on sounds volume. As FSX and P3D cannot 

differentiate sounds when played in exterior and interior views, we focused on volume realism from 

the interior views. This means you should not hear any unrealistic sounds with engine running; of 

course this also depends on how the sound package of your aircraft was developed and in some rare 

case you may still hear sounds you should not from the cockpit, the volume sliders available for each 

feature will help solving such problems. When your aircraft is in a cold and dark situation, you may 

still hear environment sounds a bit louder than you should from the interior in reality 
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Sound features 

Each of the sound feature of Envsound can be controlled independently by adjusting the volume or 

simply enabling or disabling them. 

✓ The overall environment sounds level is controlled by the environment sound setting of the simulator 

(see above). 

✓ All airports in the world of FSX/P3D are supported out of the box by Envsound, however the airports 

that have a virtual 3rd party scenery received a more attentive development and sound placement. 

 

Airport ambiance 

This new feature adds randomly generated airport sounds to the environment. You can currently hear 

jet aircraft taking off from the airport you are loading your passengers or some smalle aircraft passing 

by when preparing your aircraft on the ground at a small airfield. 

 

City Ambiance 

This feature adds randomly generated city ambiance sounds to the environment. You can hear these 

sounds on airports where there is a city in the vicinity. The type of sound depends on the size of the city 

as well as the location. The volume of this feature can be adjusted by using the volume slider. 

✓ The coverage of this feature will be increasing over time through regular updates 

 

Glacier Ambiance 

This feature adds randomly generated glacier crackling sounds to the environment. You can hear these 

sounds when you are approaching a glacier. The frequency of these sounds is currently random and can 

vary between 5 to 30 minutes. 

✓ The current feature already covers most of the glaciers in the world, we will be regularly adding the 

missing glaciers over time through regular updates 

 

Animals 

This feature adds randomly generated animals sounds to the environment. You can hear these sounds 

mostly on airports, seaplane ports, marinas and seaport but also in the middle of nowhere where 

mother nature masters everything. This feature currently includes birds only. The volume of this feature 

can be adjusted by using the volume slider. 

✓ The coverage of this feature will be increasing over time through regular updates 

✓ Currently only birds sounds are being added by this feature but more animals sounds are currently 

being developed 
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Coastal Waves 

This feature adds waves sounds to the default and the orbx coastal waves effects. The only condition to 

hear these sounds is that the scenery used and/or the landclass used is triggering wave effects. You can 

adjust the volume by using the volume slider in Envdir. 

 

Coastal Birds 

This feature adds randomly generated birds sounds to the default and the orbx coastal waves effects. 

The only condition to hear these sounds is that the scenery used and/or the landclass used is triggering 

wave effects. You can adjust the volume by using the volume slider. 

 

Marinas 

This feature adds randomly generated marinas sounds to the environment. You can hear these sounds 

when you are approaching a marina or a seaplane port. This feature includes small boats sounds, boats 

chiming sounds, boat horns and seabirds when animals sounds are enabled. 

✓ The current feature currently mainly covers marinas in Orbx regions as well as existing seaplane port 

3rd party sceneries, the coverage will be increasing over time through regular updates 

 

Port Ambiance 

This feature adds randomly generated seaport sounds to the environment. You can hear these sounds 

when you are approaching a seaport. This feature includes big boat horns and seabirds when animals 

sounds are enabled. 

✓ The current feature currently covers the biggest ports of the world as well as seaports close to existing 

3rd party sceneries, the coverage will be increasing over time through regular updates 

Rain 

This feature replaces the default rain sounds of your simulator with high quality sounds. You can adjust 

the volume by using the volume slider in Envdir. 

 

Thunderstorms 

This feature replaces the default thunderstorm sounds of your simulator with high quality sounds. You 

can adjust the volume by using the volume slider in Envdir. 

 

Wind ambiance 

This feature adds randomly generated wind sounds to the environment. You can hear these sounds on 

any airport or seaplane port. 

✓ The current feature currently covers airports, however we are working on brining wind sounds 

everywhere in the world of FSX/P3D. This updated feature is already in alpha testing. 
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Envplus features details 

Envplus is a new extension for Envshade and Envtex. means Envplus features are directly linked to the 

corresponding products. For now, Envsound is not affected by Envplus. 

 

Envshade Plus  

Envplus brings in depth customization and “Enhanced Atmospherics” shader tweaks for P3D v5. This 

requires Envshade to be owned and installed. 

Envplus uses Envshade shaders tweaks and makes them totally customizable but also brings new 

“Enhanced atmospherics” shader tweaks for P3D v5. These new and customizable shader tweaks have 

been made as dynamic as possible, making the environment reactive to weather conditions, time of day 

and many other parameters, assuring a complete and optimal visual realism at any time with highly 

smooth transitions. Some of the new Envplus shaders tweaks or some parts of those tweaks are not 

customizable considering how complex they are, but they are optimized out of the box. 

More Envplus customization features will be added to Envshade in future updates. 

 

Customizable shader tweaks are detailed in the Envshade chapter of this manual. 

 

Envtex Plus 

Envplus also allows Envtex sun and moon size to be set more precisely by the user. For now these are 

the only Envtex settings being affected by Envplus. You can learn more about these customization 

settings in the Envtex features details chapter. 

More Envplus features will be added to Envtex in future updates. 

 

Config Plus 

This is a service pack expected feature: it will allow you to change your P3D configuration files with ease, 

including Prepar3D.cfg and VolumetricClouds.cfg with a user friendly interface. 
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Spotting Aurora - Northern/Southern lights 

As explained above in this manual, Envtex includes wonderful aurora effects. Auroras Borealis and 

Australis are an incredible and magic spectacle offered by mother Nature when the magnetosphere is 

sufficiently disturbed by the solar wind. Envtex now brings them to your favourite simulator but 

sometimes it can be hard to spot them, just like in real life.  

The following information is here to help you finding auroras and live this amazing spectacle from your 

flight deck. 

How to find them in your simulator 

Please remember this when you're planning to chase auroras in your simulator: 

• Aurora borealis are mainly visible from November to March. 

• Aurora Australis are mainly visible from May to August. 

• The closer you are to the pole (north or south), the more chances you have to see an aurora. 

• Clear sky is necessary to spot an aurora from the ground. 

You can also refer to our Aurora Map to find auroras and flight ideas. In order to understand this map 

at its best, please read this quick information first: 

• Aurora Airports: these are the places where you have the best chances to spot some auroras 

with your aicraft from the ground. 

• Random Auroras zone: not only you can spot auroras from some airports, but you can also 

spot them from tens of thousands places in the middle of nowhere. 

 

Minimum requirements 

Please remind Envtex auroras are only compatible with Prepar3D v3, v4 and v5. The following settings 

or higher are required in order to see auroras in Prepar3D: 

Scenery Complexity Normal or higher 

Special effects distance High 

Special effects detail High 

Volumetric fog Enabled 

Simobjects water reflection Disabled 

 

It is also highly advised to generate a new flight instead of loading a previously saved flight situation. 

This sometimes prevents Prepar3D not to load special effects incorrectly. 

  

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1fNWr3RDS4VF3fzJGZFqY87BxYpUlCqUw&ll=-3.81666561775622e-14%2C-144.25211701433102&z=1
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Quick troubleshooting 

If you are not able to find an aurora please first make sure your simulator is properly set as per the 

minimum requirements, then set your aurora setting to “Always visible” and try to load a flight at night 

during winter at one of the airport in the following examples. If you still don’t see any aurora, please 

feel free to contact our support team. 

Auroras airport examples 

Here is a non-exhaustive list where to spot Auroras, you may see them in thousands other places. 

Auroras should be always visible at the following airport if you set the Aurora setting to “Always 

visible”, otherwise aurora apparition is randomized and we highly recommend to take a look at the 

How to spot auroras section. 

 

You can find more airport examples and thousands places and areas to explore on our Aurora map 

and our website. 

 

  

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1fNWr3RDS4VF3fzJGZFqY87BxYpUlCqUw&ll=-3.81666561775622e-14%2C-144.25211701433102&z=1
https://togapjcts.wixsite.com/toga/auroras
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1fNWr3RDS4VF3fzJGZFqY87BxYpUlCqUw&ll=-3.81666561775622e-14,-144.25211701433102&z=1
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3rd party recommendations 

Envtex and Envshade has been designed to work at its best with Active Sky 4 (ASP4) / 2016 (AS16) and 

Active Sky Cloud Art (ASCA) SP1 from Hifi Simulation Technologies and/or REX Skyforce 3D. These 

products are highly recommended to get the best of both products thanks to their dynamic and real 

time texture generation but also their new cloud models. (More information in ASCA integration and 

REX Skyforce 3D integration chapters).  

We highly recommend to use Envshade and Envtex together to get the best of both products.  

Orbx products for ground and trees textures enhancements will perfectly complete Envtex and 

Envshade, using these 3 products will provide an incredible immersion feeling. 

FSFX packages provide incredible special effects packages (called Immersion packages) for specific 

aircraft as well as a very good camera software which we highly recommend to explore the virtual world 

of your simulator. 

Finally, Envshade includes a lot of Shader tweaks, they however are not customizable and are mainly 

aimed to users who don’t want to customize everything themselves. If you want to tweak Prepar3d v3 

and v4 more in-depth we recommend the use of the Prepar3d Tweak Assistant (PTA) by simtweaks 

instead.  

 

Simulator settings and optimization 

These optimization tips are not required to run properly Envtex and their results may differ depending 

on your PC specs. You may want to try them or just leave your settings as they are. 

All the following settings are based on the following PC specs: 

• Motherboard z170 series 

• Intel core i7 6700k 

• Nvidia GTX 1070 

• 24” screen at 1920x1080 

 

3rd Party add-on sceneries usage 

When you have a lot of 3rd party sceneries installed, FSX or P3Dv2/v3 4Gb limit may become quickly 

overloaded and out of memory errors or loading stutters may occur even in P3D. In order to prevent 

such error, it is highly recommended to disable all the add-on sceneries that will not be used during 

your flight.  

To do so you can disable the unused sceneries in the P3D, or FSX scenery library, edit manually your 

scenery.cfg or using tools such as the freeware tool FS scenery config editor available here : 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/fs-sceditor/  

(FS scenery config editor is not a TOGA projects product and all credits goes to its creator(s), please 

refer to the related manual to use this product). 

http://hifisimtech.com/
https://simtweaks.com/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/fs-sceditor/
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Optimizing Prepar3d 

To get the best visual results with Envtex and Envshade, we recommend the use of the following HDR 

settings in P3D: 

• Luminosity: 1,25 to 1,35    

• Bloom: 0,15 to 0,25     

• Saturation: 1,05 to 1,15 

Prepar3d runs pretty well without any cfg tweak but sometimes you may need to change a few settings. 

Rob Ainscough will explain you everything pretty well in his manual on avsim: 

http://www.avsim.com/files/file/87-avsim-prepar3d-guide/ 

 

Optimizing FSX 

Optimizing FSX is a very long debate, instead of describing a 100th time FSX tweaks, the best we can do 

is to redirect you to this quick guide from avsim: http://www.avsim.com/files/file/41-basic-fsx-

configuration-guide/ 

 

 

 

  

http://www.avsim.com/files/file/87-avsim-prepar3d-guide/
http://www.avsim.com/files/file/41-basic-fsx-configuration-guide/
http://www.avsim.com/files/file/41-basic-fsx-configuration-guide/
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Happy flights! 
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